
QUALITY VISUAL ASSESSMENT THROUGH SUPPLY CHAIN-WIDE LIGHTING CONTROL.



In a global economy, consistency is king.

Brands that keep their promises tend to keep their customers. Even in emerging 
markets, customer expectations for consistent quality are maturing fast—faster 
than many manufacturers’ ability to meet them. 

An inevitability of this movement toward greater consistency will be the increased value brand owners place on supply 
chain control whenever and wherever they can exercise it. Many brand owners are already tightening their supply 
chains—working with fewer, more trusted resources rather than shopping jobs based primarily on price. On the supplier 
side, any advantage partners and suppliers can provide brand owners looking to achieve more consistent quality control 
will help demonstrate their value. 

When it comes to product color—especially in the garment industry, automobile interiors, and other color-critical product 
categories—consistent quality control has been particularly elusive. The problem hasn’t been with the science of light 
and color, which is tremendously advanced. Too, standards and practices based on the latest science are already well 
established. Yet, brand owners and specifiers continue to reject as much as 50 percent of their textile suppliers’ first time 
sample approval submissions due to inaccurate or inconsistent color.
 
The challenge of visual color assessment is as complex as these rejected samples are expensive. Lightbooths offer some 
degree of control, but cool white fluorescent light in a brand new SpectraLight III—a trusted tool for inspectors for more 
than a generation—can differ from cool white fluorescent light in another lightbooth… or in another SpectraLight III that 
may be using older lamps, or lamps of different brands… or even through the eyes of a different operator using the exact 
same equipment. It won’t be a lightbooth that finally solves a problem this complex, but a truly holistic visual assessment 
system that addresses the instrument, the information, and the operator. 

This holistic solution starts with state of the art light sources, but also includes a data-
driven back-end that carefully monitors the performance and condition of lamps, as 

well as a system to educate and certify operators. For brand owners and specifiers, 
SpectraLight QC is a revolutionary system upon which to build standard 

operating procedures across your supply chain. For suppliers, SpectraLight 
QC is an investment that proves your commitment to best practices in visual 
color assessment to the brands with which you want to do business. In 
fact, at any checkpoint where approvals are necessary across the supply 
chain—at the supplier, the vendor, the sourcing office, all the way up to 
product design and corporate quality control—the SpectraLight QC reduces 
human error, standardizes conditions for visual assessment, and saves time 
and money. 

From X-Rite’s Macbeth lighting products, SpectraLight QC marks a new 
evolution in visual color assessment.



The illumination technology used by SpectraLight QC is superior to any lightbooth on the market. 
It’s one instrument that can meet practically any specification, thanks to the sheer number of 
light sources it features—more than any other product, including Daylight, Incandescent “A,” 
Horizon, three fluorescent (choice of any combination of CWF, U30, U35, TL83, and TL84), and 
UVa. Integrated light sensors provide real-time digital output of fluorescent lamp lux, which can 
be set by the operator to meet industry standards such as ASTM and AATCC. Its closed-loop 
fluorescent lamp control allows operators to move from one light source to the next without having 
to wait for a required 3- to 4-minute warm-up time. The same sensors and electronics ensure that 
all fluorescent lamps are controlled in real time to maintain precise lux over the life of the lamp. 
SpectraLight QC also provides factory-calibrated UV, allowing the user the ability to adjust the 
amount of UV based on the needs of the sample. 

THE INSTRUMENT

While visual assessment might start with illumination technology, but real supply chain compliance 
also requires reliable information. To this end, SpectraLight QC generates and traces data on all 
aspects of visual assessment through its PC-based reporting capability. Data—including company 
name, customer name, sample ID, lamps used for assessment, lamp condition (age, lamp life 
remaining, illumination levels, and calibration information), operator name and certification 
(Munsell Hue Test score)—can be printed and sent along with the physical sample, or transferred 
electronically. Essentially, SpectraLight QC is its own auditing and traceability tool, facilitating the 
analysis of a rejected sample to isolate the root cause of the problem. SpectraLight QC not only 
lowers the rejection rate of samples through faster and easier trouble-shooting, but it also allows 
all parties involved to thoroughly investigate the supply chain and take corrective action to eliminate 
the potential for future problems. Continuous improvement just got better. 

THE INFORMATION

A technical solution to the challenges of visual assessment can only be as successful as the 
operators who will use it. SpectraLight QC’s user programmability function allows suppliers to 
create custom profiles based on brand owner requirements for light source, illumination levels, 
etc., ensuring that operators only use approve lamps and accurate settings for every customer. The 
system can also generate this information as a report that can be shared with customers to identify 
any inconsistencies. Individual operator profiles also can be created, which can also log their 
Munsell Hue Test scores. Experts estimate that as many as 2 percent of women and 7 percent of 
men are color-deficient. In the past, brand owners might have flown an individual operator around 
the world twice a year as a way to “calibrate” visual assessment tools across its supply chain. 
With SpectraLight QC, information on customer preferences for instrument settings and operator 
visual acuity can be shared via PC as often as necessary to eliminate inconsistencies and increase 
compliance.

THE OPERATOR



Product Features

Highest quality natural daylight simulation available
The SpectraLight QC meets or exceeds all relevant international quality 
standards set by its predecessor (SpectraLight III) for filtered tungsten 
daylight simulation. 

Built-in lux meter
Illumination can be measured and adjusted to comply with ASTM and AATCC 
standards for sample type (dark vs. light) or user needs. 

Automatic closed-loop adjustment of lux
Built-in sensors automatically adjust voltage to maintain maximum proper 
lux, compensating for age and wear throughout the useable lifetime of the 
fluorescent lamps. 

Faster fluorescent lamp performance stabilization
After initial power-up, lamps achieve almost instant stability when switching 
between settings. A helpful indicator acknowledges optimum stability.

Factory-calibrated UV
Every instrument starts with exacting UV calibration. Built-in sensors 
monitor and correct UV output to maintain inter-instrument agreement. 
This is especially helpful in evaluating optically brightened materials across 
different locations.

Ability to create and save brand owner profiles 
Users can create and save brand owner profiles to configure the seven 
available light sources for specific brand owner preferences, eliminating 
compliance problems. 

Reporting and data tracking
Performance data on individual units can be shared to ensure all suppliers 
are meeting brand owner specifications and enable root cause analysis of 
potential problems that arise. 

Value-added programs and services
eLearning programs for operator training in five areas critical to maintaining 
alignment of visual assessment environments. 
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